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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to surgical scissors instru-
ments and, more particularly, to endoscopic scissor in-
struments having small-sized scissor blades.

2. State of the Art

[0002] Endoscopy is a minimally invasive diagnostic
medical procedure that is used to assess the interior of
the human body using an endoscope. An endoscope
generally consists of a rigid or flexible tube, an fiber optic
illumination system to guide light provided by a light
source through the tube of the endoscope in order to
illuminate the organ or object under inspection, and a
viewing system for collecting an image of the organ or
object under inspection and for recording the image on
an internal CCD device (video-endoscope) or for trans-
mitting the image through the tube via a fiber optic bundle
to an external video processor for viewing (fiber-endo-
scope). The endoscope can include one or more "oper-
ating" channels (typically 2-4 mm in diameter) that pro-
vide for passage of specialized medical instruments
through the endoscope and into the field of view. Such
specialized instruments (which can include biopsy for-
ceps, brushes, needles, snares, scissors, graspers, cut-
ters, clip appliers, etc.) can be used to take biopsies and
retrieve organs (or pieces thereof) and/or foreign objects
from the inside of the body. In all flexible endoscopes the
distal end (4"-8") is remotely steerable by the operator
turning knobs on the back-end of the endoscope. This
enables general direction control of the scope and any
accessory instrument that may be in its working channel.
In some instruments (especially those with lateral-view-
ing optics), the distal tip of the operating channel incor-
porates a small deflectable elevator or bridge, which per-
mits some directional control over the instrument exiting
therefrom. These general principles apply to most endo-
scopes, but specific instruments differ in length, size, stiff-
ness, as well as other characteristics as the instruments
are typically designed for a particular application. Endos-
copy can involve, for example, the gastrointestinal tract
such as the esophagus, stomach and duodenum, small
intestine, and colon. It can also involve the respiratory
tract, the urinary tract, the female reproductive system,
and the organs of the chest. It can also involve the interior
of a joint (arthroscopy). Many endoscopic procedures are
considered to be relatively painless and, at worst, asso-
ciated with moderate discomfort.
[0003] Laparoscopy is a minimally invasive surgical
technique in which operations in the abdomen or thorax
are performed through small incisions (usually
0.5-1.5cm) via a laparoscope. There are generally two
types of laparoscopes, including a telescopic rod lens

system that is usually connected to a video camera (sin-
gle chip or three chip) and a digital laparoscope where
the camera is placed at the end of the laparoscope, thus
eliminating the rod lens system. A fiber optic cable system
connected to a light source (halogen or xenon) is inserted
through a surgical port to illuminate the operative field
for viewing. The abdomen is usually insufflated with car-
bon dioxide gas to create a working and viewing space.
Specialized surgical instruments can be introduced into
the abdomen or thorax through a surgical port in order
to take biopsies and retrieve organs (or pieces thereof)
and/or foreign objects from the inside of the body.
[0004] The specialized surgical instruments used for
endoscopy, laparoscopy or arthroscopy generally in-
clude end effector means (e.g., graspers, cutters, for-
ceps, scissors, clip appliers, etc.) mounted adjacent the
distal end of a tube or coil. Handles (or other actuation
control means) are mounted to the proximal end of the
tube or coil and move an actuator axially through the tube
or coil. The distal end of the actuator is mechanically
coupled to the end effector means in a manner that trans-
forms the axial movement of the actuator into the desired
movement of the end effector means. Such specialized
endoscopic, laparoscopic or arthroscopic surgical instru-
ments are collectively referred to herein as endoscopic
surgical instruments or endoscopic instruments. These
general principles apply to most endoscopic instruments,
but specific endoscopic instruments differ in length, size,
stiffness, as well as other characteristics as the instru-
ments are typically designed for a particular application
as such instruments can be used for a wide variety of
minimally invasive surgical procedures, including the en-
doscopic, laparoscopic and arthroscopic applications
summarized above.
[0005] Endoscopic surgical scissors instruments gen-
erally include a pair of scissor blades pivotably mounted
adjacent the distal end of a tube or coil. The scissor
blades have sharpened edges that effect cutting of tissue
during pivotal movement of the scissor blades relative to
one another. Handles (or other actuation control means)
are mounted to the proximal end of the tube or coil and
move an actuator axially through the tube or coil. The
distal end of the actuator is mechanically coupled to the
scissor blades in a manner that transforms the axial
movement of the actuator into pivoting movement of the
scissor blades.
[0006] Endoscopic scissors instruments may be gen-
erally classified as either "single acting" or "double act-
ing." In a single acting instrument, a stationary scissor
blade is supported adjacent the distal end of the tube or
coil and a movable scissor blade is coupled to the distal
end of the actuator and is supported adjacent the distal
end of the tube or coil for rotation relative to the stationary
scissor blade in accordance with actuation transmitted
by the actuator. In double acting instruments, two scissor
blades are coupled to the distal end of the actuator and
supported adjacent the distal end of the tube or coil for
rotation relative to one another in accordance with actu-
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ation transmitted by the actuator.
[0007] The construction of the scissor blades theoret-
ically supplies a moving contact point between the op-
posing cutting edges as the scissor blades are closed by
their pivotable movement. In order to effect a smooth
cutting action, the engaging cutting edges must be kept
in a moving contact point throughout the closing of the
scissor blades. Typical scissor designs usually accom-
plish this by the use of any of the following methods:
firstly, via a rigid mechanism or feature that biases the
scissor blades together as the scissor blades are closed;
secondly, by dimensioning the blades with a longitudi-
nally bowed profile that forces the opposed scissor
blades against each other as the scissor blades are
closed and lastly by a very accurately constructed as-
sembly with no mechanical slop in the dimensions of, or
the positioning of, the scissors’ blades or related compo-
nents
[0008] The rigid biasing means of the first example typ-
ically is accomplished by tightening the scissors’ pivot
nut to remove all dimensional slop in the assembly or
with a rigid cammed surface behind the pivot area that
effects biasing of the scissor blades closer together as
they close over each other. In the second method, which
is used most commonly for larger or longer scissor
blades, such as those in a standard full-sized scissor as
used in regular "open" surgery, a bowed-profile that runs
along the longitudinal axis of the scissor blade forces the
cutting edges together. This method gives a mostly ad-
equate cutting performance for open style surgical scis-
sors. However for smaller scissor blades such as those
used in endoscopic devices, the total loss of resiliency,
due to the stiffness of small blades, means that a bowed
profile in the scissor blade will not work and will only result
in the contacting cutting edges gouging each other or
quickly wearing away. Therefore in the currently available
endoscopic scissor devices such small non-resilient and
rigid blades must be designed to maintain the edge to
edge contact through the use of components with very
stringent dimensional accuracies, tight tolerances and
tight fits. This last design method involves difficult and
costly assembly and manufacturing processes. In addi-
tion, the effects of using rigid cams or similar features of
the prior art in the design of small endoscopic scissors
is limited by the remoteness of the cam surface from the
cutting edges and because of persistent assembly "slop"
offers little improvement to the problem of maintaining
edge to edge contact. These design schemes have his-
torically failed to give small surgical scissor instruments
the desired sensitive feel and cutting performance that
surgeons require and are familiar with through their ex-
perience in open surgery using larger hand-held surgical
scissors.
[0009] US Patent 6806606 discloses an endoscopic
scissors instrument includes an elongate hollow member
having a proximal end and a distal end, an actuator that
moves axially through the hollow member, and first and
second scissor blades with respective cutting edges; at

least one of the first and second scissor blades being
rotatably coupled to the hollow member adjacent its distal
end. Coupling means are provided coupling the actuator
to one or more of the scissor blades to cause relative
rotational movement of the scissor blades, in response
to axial movement of the actuator.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The invention provides an endoscopic scissors
instrument with small-size scissor blades with improved
cutting performance through an improved biasing means
whereby features contained in and as part of the blade
itself automatically provide a preload to its cutting edge
as two scissor blades move past one another.
[0011] The invention also provides such an endoscop-
ic scissors instrument that avoids inherently expensive
components, assembly and manufacturing processes.
[0012] According to the invention, the endoscopic scis-
sors instrument has the features set out in claim 1. Pre-
ferred features are set out in subsidiary claims.
[0013] The resilient leaf-spring portion extends from
the base in a cantilevered arrangement along the length
of the base. The cantilevered leaf-spring arrangement
and angling of the leaf-spring portion serves to generate
a spring force acting on the respective cutting edge such
that, when in a loaded state, there is an automatic
preloading force imparted between the cutting edges of
the scissors’ blades that maintains a consistent and con-
tinuous mating force between the two opposed sharp-
ened cutting edges, preferably over the complete range
of rotational movement of the scissor.
[0014] It will be appreciated that the endoscopic scis-
sor instruments of the present invention provide im-
proved edge to edge preload of the opposed scissor
blades and thus enable superior cutting quality and op-
erator feel for endoscopic scissor instruments where his-
torically it has not been available.
[0015] Additional advantages of the invention will be-
come apparent to those skilled in the art upon reference
to the detailed description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a side view of an exemplary endoscopic
scissors instrument that embodies the present in-
vention.

FIG. 2 is an isometric view of the distal portion of the
endoscopic scissors instrument of FIG. 1 where the
scissor blades of the instrument are positioned in an
open configuration.

FIG. 3 is an isometric view of the distal portion of the
endoscopic scissors instrument of FIG. 1 where the
scissor blades of the instrument are positioned in a
closed configuration.

FIGS. 4A and 4B are schematic views of the scissor
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blades of the endoscopic scissors instrument of
FIGS. 1-3.

FIG. 5A is a side view of one of the scissor blades
of FIGS. 4A and 4B.

FIG. 5B is a cross-sectional view of the scissor blade
of FIG. 5A along the section labelled 5B-5B in FIG.
5A.

FIG. 5C is a cross-sectional view of the scissor blade
of FIGS. 5A and 5B along the section labelled 5C-
5C in FIG. 5B.

FIGS. 6A and 6B are front cross-sectional views of
the respective scissor blades of the instrument of
FIGS. 1-3 along section lines similar to 5B-5B in FIG.
5A which illustrate the relief angles of the cutting fea-
tures of the respective scissor blades relative to the
corresponding blade supports in accordance with
the present invention; cross hatching of the section
is omitted to more clearly show the relief angles de-
picted therein.

FIG. 6C is a cross-sectional view of the scissor blade
of FIG 6B along the section labelled 6C-6C in FIG.
6B which illustrates the blade bias angle of the cutting
feature of the respective scissor blade relative to its
blade supports in accordance with the present in-
vention; the cross hatching of the section is omitted
to more clearly show the blade bias angle depicted
therein.

FIG. 6D is an isometric view of the distal portion of
an endoscopic scissors instrument in accordance
with another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0016] As used herein, the "distal end" of a surgical
instrument or any part thereof, is the end most distant
from the surgeon and closest to the surgical site, while
the "proximal end" of the instrument or any part thereof,
is the end most proximate the surgeon and farthest from
the surgical site.
[0017] Turning now to FIGS. 1 and 2, an exemplary
endoscopic scissors instrument 101 in accordance with
the invention includes a housing 121 for supporting a
handle assembly 123. A hollow tubular member 125 is
provided with a proximal end fixably coupled to the hous-
ing 121 and a distal end fixably coupled to a clevis 127.
The hollow tubular member 125 can be a coil to provide
for bending and flexibility or can be a rigid or operator
plastically deformable tube. A push rod actuator (not
shown) extends through the hollow tubular member 125
to the clevis 127. The push rod actuator is coupled to a
pair of scissor blades 131, 133 via linkages, cams or other

suitable coupling features and the scissor blades 131,
133 are rotatably mounted in the clevis 127 by a pivot
post (not shown). In this configuration, axial movement
of the push rod actuator within the hollow tubular member
125 causes the scissor blades 131, 133 to rotate around
the post and thus pivot relative to one another. Additional
details of the hollow tubular member 125, the clevis 127,
and the push rod actuator may be obtained by reference
to US Patent 5192298. It will also be appreciated that
other actuating mechanisms and other mechanisms for
causing rotation of the scissor blades could be utilized
for the endoscopic scissors instrument of the invention.
Indeed, rather than using a clevis with a post around
which the scissor blades rotate, the scissor blades could
be provided with arcuate grooves as disclosed in US Pat-
ent 4712545.
[0018] The invention applies to single acting and dou-
ble acting endoscopic surgical scissors. It will be appre-
ciated by those skilled in the art that other mechanisms
for linking the actuation mechanism to the scissor blades
131, 133 may be utilized, such as links and pins, or a pin
riding in cammed slots, or other suitable actuating mech-
anism. Indeed, if desired, in a single acting instrument,
the push rod or actuating wire could be directly connected
to the scissor blade, and in double acting instruments,
two connected push rods or actuating wires could be uti-
lized for direct connection to the scissor blades.
[0019] In the illustrative embodiment, the handle as-
sembly 123 includes a movable front handle 135 and a
fixed rear handle 137. The front handle 135 has an ap-
erture 139 defined therethrough which enables a user to
grasp and move the front handle 137 relative to the rear
handle 137. More particularly, front handle 135 is selec-
tively moveable by the user from a first position offset
from the rear handle 137 to a second position in closer
proximity to the rear handle 137. Such movement is trans-
mitted to axial movement of the push rod actuator ex-
tending through the hollow tubular member 125 in order
to impart pivotal movement of the scissor blades 131,
133 relative to one another. A control wheel 141 can be
supported within the housing 121 and extend through
sidewalls of the housing 121 to allow the user to rotate
together the hollow tubular member 125, the clevis 127
and the scissor blades 131, 133 mounted thereto or to
rotate the clevis 127 and the scissor blades 131, 133
independently of and separately from, the hollow tubular
member 125.
[0020] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, each of the scissor
blades 131, 133 is provided with an inside cutting edge
151, 153 that contact one another as the scissor blades
131, 133 pivotably rotate relative to one another during
use. During such rotation, a point of contact of the cutting
edges 151, 153 moves along the cutting edges. In an
open configuration, the point of contact is nearer to the
pivot point or clevis (FIG. 2). As the blades close, the
point of contact moves further from the pivot point or cle-
vis (FIG. 3). In FIG. 2, the scissor blades 131, 133 are
shown in an open configuration where the cutting edges
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151, 153 are in bearing contact near the pivot point at a
point shown generally by the circled portion 155.
[0021] FIGS. 4A and 4B show a schematic view of scis-
sor blades 131, 133, each of are realized by two unitary
parts 201, 203. The first part 201, referred to herein as
a "blade support", is thicker and stiffer than the second
part 203, referred to herein as a "cutting feature." The
thin cutting feature 203 includes a sharpened cutting
edge (151,153) that extends along the entire length of
the top edge of the cutting feature 203 preferably with a
tapered profile as shown. Other profiled designs, such
as a stepped profile or other variable profile can be used.
[0022] As shown in FIG. 5A, the blade support 201
includes a through hole 204 that receives a pivot post
(not shown) as well as a cam-slot 207 disposed proximal
to the through hole 204 that receives a cam pin (not
shown) connecting to the distal end of the actuator rod
of the instrument. This arrangement provides for pivotal
movement of the scissor blades 131, 133 relative to an-
other in response to axial movement of the actuator rod
as is well known.
[0023] As best shown in the cross-section of FIG. 5B,
the thin cutting feature 203 of the scissor blades 131, 133
realizes a cantilever spring arrangement by fixing its bot-
tom portion 209 to the blade support 201 with its top por-
tion 211 angled or otherwise arranged to hold a bias along
the length of the respective sharpened cutting edge (la-
beled 151 in FIG. 5B) that will ensure that the cutting
edge intersects the opposing blade’s cutting edge in a
scissor assembly. In this cantilever spring arrangement,
the thin cutting feature 203 acts as a resilient leaf-spring
that allows for resilient deflection of the top portion 211
of the cutting feature 203 relative to its bottom portion
209 being rigidly held and positioned by the thick blade
support 201. This allows the sharpened cutting edge 204
to forcibly engage with the opposing blade’s cutting edge
in a resilient and deflective manner so no gouging or wear
damages the cutting edges. Such resilient deflection is
depicted by vector arrow 213 in FIG. 5B. The cantilever
spring arrangement of the cutting feature 203 extends
along the length of the cutting feature 203 such that the
resilient deflection of the top portion 211 relative to its
bottom portion 209 and the blade support 201 is provided
along the entire length of the cutting feature 203. The
cantilever spring arrangement of the cutting feature 203
also provides a spring moment that is primarily directed
across the cutting edge of the cutting feature 203 laterally
outward away from the blade support 201 in the direction
of vector arrow 215 as shown in FIG. 5B.
[0024] It is also contemplated that the distal portion
221 of the cutting feature 203 of the respective blades
131, 133 can extend beyond the distal end 223 of the
base 201 of the respective blades as illustrated in FIG.
6D. Moreover, distal portions of the cutting feature 203
can be supported above the base 201 with space 225
provided between the base 201 and the cutting feature
portion 203 to provide voids therebetween as shown.
Similarly, void space can be disposed between interme-

diate portions and/or proximal portions of the cutting fea-
ture 203 and base 201. These features provide for greater
flexibility of the cutting feature 203 in a desired location.
[0025] The cantilever spring arrangement and posi-
tional bias of the cutting features 203 ensure that the
cutting edges 151, 153 of the two blades 131, 133 are in
intersecting planes as the blades 131, 133 are closed.
In the preferred embodiment as illustrated in FIGS. 6A -
6C, the opposed cutting features 203 extend from re-
spective base supports 201 at a relief angle α relative to
the rotational planes 205 of the respective scissor blades.
Moreover, as best shown in FIG. 6C, the lengthwise pro-
file of the respective cutting features 203 of the scissor
blades are angled at a blade bias angle β relative to the
rotational planes 205 of the scissor blades. The bias an-
gle of the cutting features of the two blades point toward
one another as is evident from FIGS. 6A and 6B. In an
illustrative embodiment, the relief angle α of the cutting
features is in the range between 3° and 7° (more prefer-
ably on the order of 5°) and the blade bias angle β of the
cutting features is in the range between .5° and 3° (more
preferably on the order of 1.5°). Importantly, the relief
angle α and the blade bias angle β of the cutting features
203 are provided such that selectively only the cutting
edges 151, 153 of the two blades 131, 133 are on inter-
secting planes and therefore edge to edge contact one
another is insured as the blades 131, 133 are closed.
These design aspects of the leaf-spring provide a nec-
essary blade-to-blade preload force as the blades 131,
133 are closed, which maintains a consistent and con-
tinuous forceful contact of the two opposed cutting edges
151, 153 over the complete range of rotational movement
of the scissor blades 131, 133. Using this design strategy
enables a small scissor to use components and manu-
facturing techniques with much lower quality standards
without need of the high tolerance and ultra fine position-
ing that is presently required in surgical scissors while
elevating the cutting ability and feel to a level beyond that
of existing endoscopic and other small surgical scissors.
[0026] In the preferred embodiment, the blade support
201 of the respective blade has a thickness
between .25mm and 5mm, while the cutting feature 203
of the respective blade has a thickness between 0.05mm
and 0.5 mm and a length less than 50mm and preferably
a the range between 5mm and 20mm. FIG. 5C illustrates
an exemplary embodiment where the blade support 201
has a maximal thickness of .6mm, and the cutting feature
203 has a thickness of .08mm and a length of 7mm. In
the preferred embodiment, the scissor blades 131, 135
(including the cutting features 203 of the respective
blades) are realized from high tensile strength stainless
steel such as high chrome alloys.
[0027] Advantageously, the endoscopic scissor instru-
ment of FIGS. 1 -6 provides an improved automatic edge
to edge preload of the opposed scissor blades while
avoiding the problems associated with a bowed blade
profile and biasing cams used in the prior art, and thus
enables superior cutting quality for endoscopic scissor
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instruments where historically it has not been available.
[0028] There have been described and illustrated
herein scissors instruments with improved scissor
blades. While particular embodiments of the invention
have been described, it is not intended that the invention
be limited thereto, as it is intended that the invention be
as broad in scope as the art will allow and that the spec-
ification be read likewise. Thus, while the surgical scis-
sors instrument illustrated herein for exemplary purposes
were double acting scissors where both blades pivot rel-
ative to each other, it will be recognized that the invention
can be applied to a single acting scissors with one blade
fixed and the other blade pivoting relative to the fixed
blade. It may also be applied to a scissors where only
one blade incorporates the present invention coupled
with a standard rigid opposing blade. Also, while partic-
ular actuation mechanisms have been described for
causing the rotation of the scissor blades, it will be ap-
preciated that other mechanisms could be utilized. Thus,
for example, the instrument could be a flexible instrument
with an outer tube formed from a coiled element which
could be used through an endoscope channel or a rigid
instrument with a relatively stiff outer tube of structural
plastics or tubular metal which could be used through a
laparoscope or arthroscope. In addition, while particular
materials and dimensions have been disclosed for the
scissor blades of the endoscopic scissors instruments,
it will be understood that other materials and dimensions
can be used. Moreover, while a particular unitary config-
uration of the respective scissor blades is shown, other
non-unitary configurations can be used. For example, it
is contemplated that the cutting features of the respective
blades can be a separate and distinct part that is secured
to the blade support of the scissor blade by welding (e.g.,
by laser welding, spot welding, resistance welding), one
or more screws or rivets, or other suitable mechanical
fixation means. In this configuration, the blade support
can be realized from a wide range of materials, such as
a stainless steel, plastics, ceramics, etc. It will therefore
be appreciated by those skilled in the art that yet other
modifications could be made to the provided invention
without deviating from its scope as claimed.

Claims

1. A surgical endoscopic scissors instrument (101)
comprising: an elongate hollow member (125) hav-
ing a proximal end and a distal end;
an actuator that moves axially through said hollow
member;
first and second scissor blades (131,133) with re-
spective cutting edges (151,153), at least one of said
first and second scissor blades being rotatably cou-
pled to said hollow member adjacent said distal end;
and
coupling means coupling said actuator to at least
one of said first and second scissor blades (131,133)

to cause relative rotational movement to said scissor
blades in response to axial movement of said actu-
ator; characterised in that
at least one of said first and second scissor blades
includes a rigid base portion (201) and a distinct re-
silient leaf-spring portion (203) extending along the
length of the base portion (201) in a cantilevered
arrangement, the base portion (201) being thicker
and stiffer than the leaf-spring portion (203), the leaf-
spring portion (203) having a bottom portion (209)
being rigidly held to the base portion (201), and a
top portion (211) defining a respective cutting
edge(151), such that the leaf-spring portion (203)
can be resiliently deflected relative to the base por-
tion (201), whereby the rotational movement of the
or each of said first and second scissor blades
(131,133) produces a loaded state in which said cut-
ting edges (151,153) are caused to contact one an-
other and generate a spring force that imparts a pre-
load along said respective cutting edges (151,153)
to maintain a consistent and continuous mating con-
tact of the opposed cutting edges during said rota-
tional movement.

2. A surgical instrument according to claim 1, wherein
said leaf-spring portion (203) extends from the rigid
base portion (201) at a relief angle (α) relative to a
rotational plane through which the base portion (201)
is rotated to provide a spring moment that is primarily
directed across the respective cutting edge (151) of
said leaf-spring portion (203) laterally outward away
from said base portion (201) over the entire length
of the respective cutting edge (151,153).

3. A surgical instrument according to any of claims 1
or 2, wherein each of said first and second scissor
blades (131) includes the respective rigid base por-
tion (201) having the respective resilient leaf-spring
portion (203).

4. A surgical instrument according to any of claims 1
to 3, wherein the respective resilient leaf-spring por-
tion (203) extends from the rigid base portion (201)
at a preload bias angle (β) relative to a rotational
plane of the respective scissor blade (131,133) to
impart an automatic preload force between the re-
spective cutting edges (151) of said first and second
scissor blades (131,133) in order to maintain the con-
sistent and continuous mating contact.

5. A surgical instrument according to any of claims 1
to 4, wherein said rigid base portion (201) has a distal
end (223) and said resilient leaf-spring portion (203)
includes a distal portion (221) that extends distally
beyond said distal end of said base portion (201).

6. A surgical instrument according to any of claims 1
to 5, wherein said rigid base portion (201) is offset
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from the respective cutting edge (151) along the
length thereof with said resilient leaf-spring portion
(203) disposed therebetween.

7. A surgical instrument according to any of claims 1
to 6, wherein said hollow member comprises a tube
or coil that is flexible.

8. A surgical instrument according to any of claims 1
to 7, wherein at least one void space (225) is provid-
ed between said base portion (201) and said resilient
leaf-spring portion (203).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein chirurgisches endoskopisches Schereninstru-
ment (101), das Folgendes beinhaltet:

ein längliches hohles Element (125), das ein
proximales Ende und ein distales Ende auf-
weist;
ein Betätigungsglied, das sich axial durch das
hohle Element bewegt;
eine erste und zweite Scherenklinge (131, 133)
mit jeweiligen Schneidekanten (151, 153), wo-
bei mindestens eine von der ersten und zweiten
Scherenklinge angrenzend an das distale Ende
drehbar mit dem hohlen Element gekoppelt ist;
und
ein Kopplungsmittel zum Koppeln des Betäti-
gungsglieds mit mindestens einer von der ers-
ten und zweiten Scherenklinge (131, 133), um
als Reaktion auf die axiale Bewegung des Be-
tätigungsglieds eine relative Drehbewegung der
Scherenklingen zu bewirken;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
mindestens eine von der ersten und zweiten
Scherenklinge einen starren Basisabschnitt
(201) und einen distinkten elastischen Blattfe-
derabschnitt (203), der sich in einer Auskra-
gungsanordnung entlang der Länge des Basis-
abschnitts (201) erstreckt, umfasst, wobei der
Basisabschnitt (201) dicker und steifer als der
Blattfederabschnitt (203) ist, wobei der Blattfe-
derabschnitt (203) einen unteren Abschnitt
(209), der starr an dem Basisabschnitt (201) ge-
halten wird, und einen oberen Abschnitt (211),
der eine jeweilige Schneidekante (151) definiert,
aufweist, sodass der Blattfederabschnitt (203)
relativ zu dem Basisabschnitt (201) elastisch ab-
gelenkt werden kann, wobei die Drehbewegung
der oder jeder von der ersten und zweiten Sche-
renklinge (131, 133) einen belasteten Zustand
produziert, in dem bewirkt wird, dass die Schnei-
dekanten (151, 153) einander berühren und ei-
ne Federkraft erzeugen, welche eine Vorlast
entlang den jeweiligen Schneidekanten (151,

153) ausübt, um während der Drehbewegung
eine konsistente und kontinuierliche ineinander-
greifende Berührung der entgegengesetzten
Schneidekanten aufrechtzuerhalten.

2. Chirurgisches Instrument gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei
sich der Blattfederabschnitt (203) von dem starren
Basisabschnitt (201) in einem Freiwinkel (α) relativ
zu einer Drehebene erstreckt, durch die der Basis-
abschnitt (201) gedreht wird, um ein Federmoment
bereitzustellen, das über die gesamte Länge der je-
weiligen Schneidekante (151, 153) primär quer über
die jeweilige Schneidekante (151) des Blattfederab-
schnitts (203) lateral nach außen, weg von dem Ba-
sisabschnitt (201) gerichtet ist.

3. Chirurgisches Instrument gemäß einem der Ansprü-
che 1 oder 2, wobei jede von der ersten und zweiten
Scherenklinge (131) den jeweiligen starren Basis-
abschnitt (201) mit dem jeweiligen elastischen Blatt-
federabschnitt (203) umfasst.

4. Chirurgisches Instrument gemäß einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 3, wobei sich der jeweilige elastische Blatt-
federabschnitt (203) von dem starren Basisabschnitt
(201) in einem Vorlast-Schnittwinkel (β) relativ zu
einer Drehebene der jeweiligen Scherenklinge
(131,133) erstreckt, um zwischen den jeweiligen
Schneidekanten (151) der ersten und zweiten Sche-
renklinge (131, 133) eine automatische Vorlastkraft
auszuüben, um die konsistente und kontinuierliche
ineinandergreifende Berührung aufrechtzuerhalten.

5. Chirurgisches Instrument gemäß einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 4, wobei der starre Basisabschnitt (201)
ein distales Ende (223) aufweist und der elastische
Blattfederabschnitt (203) einen distalen Abschnitt
(221) umfasst, der sich über das distale Ende des
Basisabschnitts (201) hinaus distal erstreckt.

6. Chirurgisches Instrument gemäß einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 5, wobei der starre Basisabschnitt (201)
von der jeweiligen Schneidekante (151) entlang der
Länge davon versetzt ist, wobei der elastische Blatt-
federabschnitt (203) dazwischen angeordnet ist.

7. Chirurgisches Instrument gemäß einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 6, wobei das hohle Element eine Röhre
oder Spirale, die flexibel ist, beinhaltet.

8. Chirurgisches Instrument gemäß einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 7, wobei mindestens ein Leerraum (225)
zwischen dem Basisabschnitt (201) und dem elasti-
schen Blattfederabschnitt (203) bereitgestellt ist.
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Revendications

1. Un instrument à ciseaux endoscopique chirurgical
(101) comprenant :

un organe creux allongé (125) ayant une extré-
mité proximale et une extrémité distale ;
un actionneur qui se déplace axialement à tra-
vers ledit organe creux ;
des première et deuxième lames de ciseaux
(131, 133) avec des bords de coupe respectifs
(151, 153), au moins une desdites première et
deuxième lames de ciseaux étant couplée de
manière rotative audit organe creux de façon
adjacente à ladite extrémité distale ; et
des moyens de couplage couplant ledit action-
neur à au moins une desdites première et
deuxième lames de ciseaux (131, 133) afin
d’amener un déplacement de rotation relatif
desdites lames de ciseaux en réponse à un dé-
placement axial dudit actionneur ;
caractérisé en ce
qu’au moins une desdites première et deuxième
lames de ciseaux inclut une portion formant ba-
se rigide (201) et une portion formant ressort à
lame résiliente distincte (203) s’étendant sur la
longueur de la portion formant base (201) dans
un agencement en porte-à-faux, la portion for-
mant base (201) étant plus épaisse et plus raide
que la portion formant ressort à lame (203), la
portion formant ressort à lame (203) ayant une
portion de dessous (209) qui est maintenue de
façon rigide contre la portion formant base (201),
et une portion de dessus (211) définissant un
bord de coupe respectif (151), de telle sorte que
la portion formant ressort à lame (203) peut être
déviée de façon résiliente relativement à la por-
tion formant base (201), moyennant quoi le dé-
placement de rotation de ladite ou de chacune
desdites première et deuxième lames de ci-
seaux (131, 133) produit un état chargé dans
lequel lesdits bords de coupe (151, 153) sont
amenés à entrer en contact l’un avec l’autre et
à générer une force de ressort qui confère une
précharge le long desdits bords de coupe res-
pectifs (151, 153) afin de conserver un contact
d’accouplement constant et continu des bords
de coupe opposés pendant ledit déplacement
de rotation.

2. Un instrument chirurgical selon la revendication 1,
où ladite portion formant ressort à lame (203) s’étend
à partir de la portion formant base rigide (201) à un
angle de dépouille (α) relativement à un plan de ro-
tation dans lequel la portion formant base (201) est
mise en rotation pour fournir un moment de ressort
qui est dirigé principalement d’un côté à l’autre du
bord de coupe respectif (151) de ladite portion for-

mant ressort à lame (203) latéralement vers l’exté-
rieur en s’éloignant de ladite portion formant base
(201) sur toute la longueur du bord de coupe res-
pectif (151, 153).

3. Un instrument chirurgical selon n’importe lesquelles
des revendications 1 ou 2, où chacune desdites pre-
mière et deuxième lames de ciseaux (131) inclut la
portion formant base rigide respective (201) ayant
la portion formant ressort à lame résiliente respective
(203).

4. Un instrument chirurgical selon n’importe lesquelles
des revendications 1 à 3, où la portion formant res-
sort à lame résiliente respective (203) s’étend à partir
de la portion formant base rigide (201) à un angle
de biais de précharge (β) relativement à un plan de
rotation de la lame de ciseaux respective (131, 133)
afin de conférer une force de précharge automatique
entre les bords de coupe respectifs (151) desdites
première et deuxième lames de ciseaux (131, 133)
dans le but de conserver le contact d’accouplement
constant et continu.

5. Un instrument chirurgical selon n’importe lesquelles
des revendications 1 à 4, où ladite portion formant
base rigide (201) a une extrémité distale (223) et
ladite portion formant ressort à lame résiliente (203)
inclut une portion distale (221) qui s’étend de façon
distale au-delà de ladite extrémité distale de ladite
portion formant base (201).

6. Un instrument chirurgical selon n’importe lesquelles
des revendications 1 à 5, où ladite portion formant
base rigide (201) est décalée par rapport au bord de
coupe respectif (151) sur la longueur de celui-ci, la-
dite portion formant ressort à lame résiliente (203)
étant disposée entre ceux-ci.

7. Un instrument chirurgical selon n’importe lesquelles
des revendications 1 à 6, où ledit organe creux com-
prend un tube ou serpentin qui est souple.

8. Un instrument chirurgical selon n’importe lesquelles
des revendications 1 à 7, où au moins un espace
vide (225) est fourni entre ladite portion formant base
(201) et ladite portion formant ressort à lame rési-
liente (203).
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